
 

The Weak Interaction 
 
Alpha Decay  

When a nucleus decays in this way an alpha particle (a helium nucleus) is ejected from the nucleus. 
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All the emitted alpha particles travelled at the same speed, meaning they had the same amount of energy. The 
law of conservation of mass-energy is met, the energy of the nucleus before the decay is the same as the 
energy of the nucleus and alpha particle after the decay. 

Alpha decay is NOT due to the weak interaction, but Beta decay IS 
 

Beta Decay and the Neutrino 
In beta decay a neutron in the nucleus changes to a proton and releases a beta particle (an electron).  
The problem with beta decay was that the electrons had a range of energies so the law of conservation of mass-
energy is violated, energy disappears. There must be another particle being made with zero mass but variable 
speeds, the neutrino. 
We can also see from the particle conservation laws that this is a forbidden interaction:  epn  
 Charge Q: 0+1–1  00 Charge is conserved  
 Baryon Number  B: +1+1+0 11 Baryon number is conserved 
 Lepton Number  L: 00+1 01  Lepton number is NOT conserved 
 

Beta Minus (β–) Decay 
In neutron rich nuclei, a neutron may decay into a proton, electron and an anti electron neutrino. 

eepn    
 Charge Q: 0+1–1+0  00 Charge is conserved 
 Baryon Number  B: +1+1+0+0 11 Baryon number is conserved 
 Lepton Number  L: 00+1–1  00  Lepton number is conserved 

 

In terms of quarks beta minus decay looks like this: eeuuddud    which simplifies to:  

eeud    
 Charge Q:  – ⅓+⅔–1+0  – ⅓– ⅓ Charge is conserved 
 Baryon Number  B: +⅓+⅓+0+0 ⅓⅓ Baryon number is conserved 
 Lepton Number  L: 00+1–1  00  Lepton number is conserved 

Beta Plus (β+) Decay 
In proton rich nuclei a proton may decay into a neutron, positron and an electron neutrino.  

eenp    
 Charge Q: +10+1+0  11 Charge is conserved  
 Baryon Number  B: +1+1+0+0 11 Baryon number is conserved 
 Lepton Number  L: 00–1+1 00  Lepton number is conserved 

 
In terms of quarks beta plus decay looks like this: eeduduud    which simplifies to:              

eedu    
 Charge Q: +⅔–⅓+1+0  ⅔⅔ Charge is conserved  
 Baryon Number  B: +⅓+⅓+0+0 ⅓⅓ Baryon number is conserved 
 Lepton Number  L: 00–1+1 00  Lepton number is conserved 

 
Strangeness 

The weak interaction is the only interaction that causes a quark to change into a different type of quark. In beta 
decay up quarks and down quarks are changed into one another. In some reactions an up or down quark can 
change into a strange quark meaning strangeness is not conserved.  
During the weak interaction there can be a change in strangeness of ±1. 
 
 
 


